Each change deposited in our life delivers us
another uncomfortable notch closer to its
inevitable end. The darkness verily whispers
to all awake to hear the truth, giving birth to
that uneasy feeling endured with each change
of season, and, if we look up, squinting into the
heartlessly honest embrace of the cold, starless
night, we see the lonesome howl of eternity
mouthing its silent scream, “There is no cure for
your fragile mortality.”

The path to the Tournament of Flags has not gone well for the Knights and squires. Once the dominant military force in all of Verngaurd, the Knights have now
retreated to three castles as their old nemesis, the Dark Warriors, have returned. Emerging from behind their castle walls, the Knights find a countryside covered
in chaos and despair, crawling with enemies and the expansion hungry Proliate warriors. Verngaurd seems headed for a devastating civil war with suspicion
and mistrust everywhere as the cycle of destruction, Na Cearcaill, is unleashed. Forced into a circuitous route the Knights find themselves haunted by strange
creatures and magical beings. Book One ended with the Knights and squires fighting for their lives next to their allies under the shadow of the volcanic mountain
chain that is the realm of the Northern Dwarves.

Hourglass of
Destruction
BOOK TWO

Eternity sheds no tears as we deceive ourselves
within the fraudulent bustling established inside
the ordinary of each day, distracting our intellect
from seeing, much less acknowledging, the small
decay disseminating within us, and everything
on all sides, as each tick of our life strides
forward. The false façade of invariance blaring
its lie from the world around us is simply a cruel,
distracting trick fabricated from our deep desire
for staticity. We sleep under the lullabic thought
that how it is now, is how it was, and as it shall
be, safely, and naively, relegating the laugh of
eternity to the subconscious.
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Book Two is represented by the rune of revolutionary change, Hagalaz—pictured here is the
woodcarving found on the second of the timber chests discovered at the archeological dig
within the Far Forest of England. Hagalaz denotes disruption, catastrophe, and unavoidable
distress. For Verngaurd, and those you met in Book One, it symbolizes a seismic shift in
the reality of world order rumbling through every facet of life as the mysterious time of Na
Cearcaill ensues. {Aside about runes: The rune engravings found carved in the chests from
Far Forest are from the Elder Futhark (the oldest runic script). The Elder Futhark is divided
into three Aettir or “families,” each one consisting of eight runes. Each Aett of eight runes
is named for a god associated with the first rune in the family. Both Jera (from Book One)
and Hagalaz (from Book Two) are from the second Aett known as Hagal’s (or sometimes
Heimdall since little is known of the Norse god of weather—Hagal).}

Seeing the truth and authentically understanding what is true are
two indescribably different experiences. Our daily comforts spread
a fog of numbing routine, shields of the accustomed cloaking us
in the false warmth of the familiar, the insensible acts weaving
themselves together until binding us within a fictitiously serene
cocoon born from woven threads of the familiar.
Even tumbling within the world’s massive times of change we
struggle to see beyond our own insignificant moment, unable to
comprehend the boundless ebony bookends of eternity, which do
not even bother to acknowledge our insignificant time.

A sincere welcome back to the world of the Far Forest Scrolls. Return to its embrace, increasing (we humbly hope) your Wisdom of How to Live.
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Hardship and pain, forces that cannot be
controlled—that is Hagalaz—that is existence.
Often life mercilessly, and remorselessly, thrusts
trials and adversity upon us, as it does upon
those you met in Book One. A storm of adversity
is upon them—all that is left is to see how they
will deal with the travails...

Peractio

End of Book One

L

aughing, the Watchers stood. “This is only the beginning of your
end, fools!”
The three of them began chanting and vanished just as hordes
of dragon flames engulfed the area. The dragons circled for several minutes to make sure the area was clear before landing.
The Dwarves dismounted, somberly standing over their fallen, and
burning, comrades as the Knights and squires regrouped, cleaning off
the blood and bird viscera.
“Thank you for fighting with us,” Abhac said.
“It is we who owe you. Without your dragons, I fear we would all
be dead.”
“That was…unexpected…bizarre!” Abhac said, shaking his head.
Friar and Ritari recounted their previous run in with the Watchers
and the minotaur.
“Bloody brain-sucking-spider-legged-birds, Watchers, and now
minotaurs?” Abhac questioned. “The days keep getting stranger. I didn’t
think minotaurs existed.”
“You don’t have to believe in us for me to kill you!” a beast growled.
Off in the distance, an even larger portal than before swirled ominously as the thunderous stampede of hooves exploded.
“To your dragons!”
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Figure 53: Saatana Dragon. The
largest of Verngaurd’s dragons,
the Saatana can be up to fortyfive feet long. While unrideable,
they can follow simple commands
and be used in battle.

The air cracked with a deep thunderous roar that shook the very
ground.
Abhac laughed ominously as he turned towards his volcanic home,
“Let them conjure whatever foul creatures from Ifrean they want. If
they suffered under the Vioma dragons, see how they like our red!”
“Is that the Saatana dragon?” Lontas gasped.
The rattling of chains and a massive burst of flames rocked the sky
as twenty Dwarf Dragon Warriors desperately struggled to maintain
control over an immense red dragon. The monstrous beast seemed only
mildly concerned with the orders being feverishly bellowed in his direction. Each movement of the dragon jerked the chains causing the
Dwarves to surge forward, sometimes ripping them off the ground.

Figure 54: A Saatana Dragon joins the fight. Twenty Red Dragon Warriors
struggle to maneuver the giant dragon to join the battle.
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Chapter One

Heroes Fall,
Doubt Soars
Scroll 1: Fettered by Gravity

“V

ioma Warriors, get your hits in where possible, but stay
out of the Saatana’s way! Let the reds have a go at them!”
Abhac yelled as the green dragon riders impatiently, and
half-heartedly, restrained their dragons hungry for revenge and battle.
“Knights, please hang back, our red Saatana is menacing and as likely
to attack you as the enemy.”
“Release and form lines!” the leader of the red Dragon Warriors
yelled.
The Saatana dragon howled greedily as the chains binding it rattled
to the ground. The ferocity of the red dragon conjured a look of doubt
across the lead Watcher’s arid face.
A shower of dragon flames exploded into the horde of advancing
minotaurs. With no shields to protect them the front row of creatures
were incinerated. Undeterred, the additional beasts bursting through
the portal behind them jumped over the scorched corpses of their
brothers before dropping down to three hooves and racing forward.
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The rushing line of minotaurs leapt into the air, somersaulting and
twisting to land hard on their backs with a loud groan: their heads
towards the red dragon, and their knees bent with hooves pointing up.
The next row of minotaurs through the portal vaulted forward, landing
on the upright hooves perched over the anxiously coiled legs of the
minotaurs lying flat. With a loud chant the minotaurs on their backs
rapidly straightened their legs, hurtling their leaping comrades thirty
feet high in the air.
The Saatana grabbed one out of the air, its sharp teeth instantly
severing the beast in two, blood flooding the ground. He flung the
shattered corpse in the air, knocking another minotaur off course. The
others slammed into the dragon from above. Several massive hammer
blows crashed into the dragon’s head. Some minotaurs were flung off
as the dragon tensed and jerked its muscles. Others managed to land,
precariously balancing themselves on the dragon’s substantial, but
twitching back. They quickly unleashed massive hammer blows. The
howling dragon turned and ferociously fluttered his wings to dislodge
the attackers. As he did, a fresh host of minotaurs attacked from the
ground. Some delivered hammer blows while others used the spear tip
to repeatedly stab the dragon’s underbelly.
Infuriated, the dragon roared, braiding pain and rage in his bellow.
His thrashing tail smashed into several of the creatures sending them
flying. His claws dug into others, easily ripping into the minotaur’s
flesh. The Aer Ridire riding the green dragons above shot bolts from
their crossbows and cleared most of the minotaur from the red dragon’s
back. Several large bursts of flames from the green Vioma dragons removed most of the other horned attackers.
The Watchers began to chant and the lower portal to Ifrean closed
as another opened high in the sky. Blue lines of magic coursed through
the desiccated scar lines cutting their way through the Watcher’s body
as they conjured another, floating gateway.
Terror and pain flooded the face of the Watcher hovering in front
as the red Saatana dragon flew upward with surprising speed, its massive jaws completely bisecting the stunned Watcher. A blue flash of
brilliance and innumerable bolts of magical energy flashed out of the
4
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Watcher’s severed body, brutally shocking the dragon. A stunned look
flashed briefly across the red dragon’s eyes before they rolled back into
his head. Both mighty wings and the dragon’s body went slack from the
enchanted shock. Gravity and the weight of the red Saatana dragon
fused to send the listless body floundering limply through the air, forcefully hurtling to the ground.
The Watcher’s eyes briefly looked down as his amputated hips and
legs fell lifelessly next to the dragon on the ground. Strands of desiccated intestines waved in the breeze, desperate and dumfounded at the
sudden change in milieu. Their forlorn gesticulations sent spasms of
red blood and pure blue magic pouring downwards. The Watcher’s four
wings slowed as the supernatural sapphire veins languidly drained from
his body. When they stopped beating, his top half fell to join his legs
on the ground.
Smashing to the earth his dehydrated body burst into a cloud of
dust which joined a flock of disconnected, blood soaked feathers. Softly
falling, the wings fell with velvet gentility, lightly settling into the puddle of hushed black—the combination of his crimson blood and azure
magic.
The Dwarves cheered as the remaining Watchers screamed in unrestrained rage. Collecting themselves, they resumed their impassioned
chanting. The red-clad Dwarves hurried to their fallen dragon as the
Aer Ridire moved their green dragons toward the remaining Watchers.
“Attack!” Abhac screamed. “These Watchers can be felled!”
The green dragons bellowed in anticipation as the green-clad
Dwarves whooped their battle cry.
As the green dragons hurtled forward, the two remaining Watcher’s
eyes widened in dread while the cadence of their chanting sped up. As
the lead green dragon moved within a few feet from them, the Watcher’s
conjured up a red, circular shield. A wry smile spread across their face
as a crazed series of howls echoed forth from the newly conjured sky
portal.
“Friar, let us in this fight!” Luchar screamed.
Friar hesitated, unsure of what could be coming through the portal.
“For now, we wait, as requested by our Dwarf allies.”
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“But the Saatana dragon is out of the fight and is probably dead!”
Luchar bawled.
“Wait, for now.”
Luchar looked pleadingly at Ritari. When his captain remained
silent Luchar used his axe to strike his helmet, and quivered in
anticipation.
Before Abhac could utter any commands, a swarm of black figures
whipped out of the elevated portal. A mix of scales and fur, the wolflike head of the wyvern attached to a scaled body with two wings and
two legs. Its tail ended in a brutal axe shape.
The first ones out abruptly tucked their wings in tightly and began
to spin in a compact aerial roll. They disengaged out of the somersault
right in front of the green dragon, using all of their momentum to send
their tails whipping around, battering the axe-like portion of the tail
into the head of the dragon.
The green Vioma dragon shrieked in pain as half a dozen of the
axe-like tails of the wyvern bombarded its head and neck. The next

Figure 1: Watchers have summoned Wyvern from Ifrean. Distant
winged cousins to the dragons of Verngaurd, they have two clawed
hind legs and brutal, axe-like tails.
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wave of six wyvern exploded out of the portal: three went towards the
dazed green dragon’s left wing, and three to the right as the Aer Ridire
Dragon Warriors screamed commands at their stunned dragon. Using
the sharp claws protruding from their back legs, as well as their sharp
teeth, the wyvern clasped on to the dragon’s wings, and then beat their
own wings furiously.
The dragon howled in agony as his wings were stretched out mercilessly. The Aer Ridire dragon riders on his back shot several bolts at the
attacking wyvern, but were soon set upon by newly emerging wyvern
and quickly found themselves fighting for their lives. The original six
wyvern returned from the backside of the dragon, again tucking into a
tight aerial roll before unleashing fierce axe blows, empowered by centrifugal force, at the base of the dragon’s wings where they attached to
its body. The last of the blows on each side caused a grotesque wrenching sound as the tightly stretched wings started pulling away from the
dragon’s body. Muscles and ligaments stretched with sickening torment
as the dragon’s head flung side to side in agony.

Figure 2: A horde of wyvern are attacking a green Vioma dragon, sheer numbers
overcoming their massive size disadvantage. Some wyvern are holding onto, and
tensely stretching, the dragon’s wings, while others perform aerial somersaults
using their axe-like tails to slam into the base of the tautly drawn out wings.
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The wyvern holding onto the dragon let go of the bloody, ripping wings to secure a more reliable grip. With a more anchored hold
they once gain began to pull with all their might. The Vioma Dragon
let loose a swarm of flames and several wyvern holding the left wing
howled in agony as they dropped in flaming anguish. As soon as the
flames subsided several more wyvern emerged to affix themselves to the
wing and began to pull.
The dragon’s wings started to detach with a nauseating tearing
sound. It only took a couple of more hits from the gyrating, axe-like
tails to make the wings completely avulse, sending showers of blood
in all directions. Having lost the mastery of flight, the dragon’s eyes,
already burdened with agony, shot open in panic as its wingless body
instantly became fettered to gravity while still convulsing in spasms of
anguish. Blood flailed out in splattered cones as its body fell like a rock
towards the earth. The small sinewy stumps, now ineptly wingless, beat
impotently, managing only to disperse the blood surging out.
The green Vioma dragons that had been further back were fairing
far better against the wyvern, using a mix of flames, claws, teeth, and
bolts from their dragon riders.
Several wyvern had dropped down to attack the unconscious red
Saatana dragon. The red-clad Dwarves would have none of it, instantly
surrounding their dragon. Their fearsome Draak swords easily gashed
through the wyvern’s fur and cut deeply into its scale.
The remaining Watchers laughed as a fresh group of wyvern landed,
slinking low to the ground and, with their teeth bared, surrounded the
Dwarves protecting the unconscious red dragon. Letting out a fearsome wail, the wyvern thrust out their forked tongues. A green, viscous
poison erupted from open tubes on either side of the tongues’ bifurcation. The thick jade liquid hissed as it hit flesh and armor, a black gas
sizzling out from the portions striking metal.
Any Dwarf unfortunate to have the toxin touch their skin began
to gag and choke. Several fell to the ground, desperately clutching at
their throats. Eventually their spasms ended a guttural sibilation. Those
struck in the eyes had their muscles instantly convulse before their entire body succumbed to unabridged rigor. Their panicked eyes stared in
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silent desperation until their paralyzed chests could no longer supply
oxygen to brain or body.
Dwarves hit with a smaller amount of the deadly toxin were thrashing in tonic-clonic agony. With the protective red-clad Dwarves dead
or dying, the wyvern began feasting on the still insensate red dragon.
Their sharp fangs and hind claws ripped and stripped the scales away
before gorging into its flesh. The savage pain tore the immense dragon
from its stunned slumber and it began to flutter. Several wyvern near
its head stopped ripping flesh long enough to squirt their toxin directly
into the dragon’s desperate eyes, slit like nostrils, and mouth. Already
weakened, the dragon’s body shuddered before turning rigid—now an
unwillingly compliant cupboard for the hungry wyvern.
“Defend our Dwarf brothers!” Friar yelled. “Knights only!”
Before the command had left Friar’s lips Ritari and Luchar were
already sprinting on their way.
Ritari thrust his spear completely through the back of the neck of
a feasting wyvern. The beast let out a pathetic gurgle before crumpling
to the ground. Unable to withdraw his spear in time Ritari switched to
his broadsword and hacked at another of the beasts.
By this time Luchar had arrived and quickly decapitated the closest
wyvern. Finally free to unleash his wrath, Luchar let out a horrifying
noise, a mix of expectant laughter and repressed rage. The two wyvern
closest to the Knights turned, extending their tongues through bloodfilled teeth, complete with bits of dangling dragon muscle and sinew.
As the powerful tubes began contracting to spit out their poison two
arrows bisected each wyvern’s tongue. Green toxin and a black mist
exploded from the mouth of the injured wyvern.
Without turning around, Ritari made a quick wave of thank you
to Lontas and Finn before cleaving one of the writhing wyvern’s
head in two. Luchar grunted while separating the other’s head from
its neck.
Sorea managed to fell one with a bolt from her crossbow right at
the base of the wyvern’s neck. The wyvern’s body dropped like a rock,
its pithed spinal cord no longer able to send impulses to the rest of
the form.
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As the Knights were making their way through the wyvern feasting
on the red dragon and downed Dwarves, the two remaining Watchers
began to shriek in fear.
“No! It can’t be! He…is approaching!”

Scroll 2: Uninvited/Tragic Guest
With a loud whoosh a figure in white robes rushed through the
portal which instantly closed behind him. A wyvern that was trying to
cross through the magical gateway was cut in half as the doorway to
Ifrean vanished.
The man, who had just exited the doorway, levitated above the field.
He tilted his head to his left side and scrunched his face in exasperation,
as if trying to make sense of the scene.
He wore a thin white robe, its hood resting over a thick leather
overcoat. He had long brown hair and a scruffy beard. His wizard hat
was cocked on his head, blocking his left eye.
He raised his hands and, without saying anything, all the wyvern
instantly froze.
Luchar’s eyes widened in unbridled joy and he quickly dispatched
two of the closest gelid wyvern.
“Master! If we have offended you or done something wr…”
The Watcher was cut off mid-word as the levitating man’s left
hand slowly turned towards the now gasping Watcher. Slowly the
arid trenches running down the Watcher’s body glowed brilliant blue.
After a few moments the sapphire magic turned into a thick vapor
and flowed through the air until absorbed into the man’s outstretched
hand. Soon even the blue of the Watcher’s eyes were drained of magic.
The form of the siphoned Watcher held its shape for a moment before
shattering into brittle dust and feathers, which indolently fell to the
ground.
“You! Fat Knight!” the levitating man yelled to Luchar.
“Who you calling fat you bloody…”
“Stop killing my defenseless wyvern!”
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Luchar looked up incredulously, he had taken the opportunity to
slaughter five of the frozen wyvern.
“I am eternally honored by your presence, White Wizard,” the remaining Watcher said, his voice quivering in fear.
A murmur went through the Dwarves, Knights, and squires as no
one had seen him in Verngaurd before.
“Were my instructions mystifying? Was it confusing when I stressed
avoiding encounters such as these?” the Wizard hissed.
“No. It’s just…these…impertinent Knights were so…so…insolent…so disrespectful in the face of your…magnanimous glory! You
see, it started when they killed a minotaur and…”
“Oh, I see,” the White Wizard interrupted. “They killed a minotaur! So, then you simply took it upon yourselves to nearly drain my

Figure 3: The mysterious White Wizard appears in
Verngaurd. Little is known about the ruler of the lands
of Ifrean. He is rumored to be tyrannical and merciless.
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Stymphalian Swamp by conjuring my beloved Stymphalian birds into
battle?”
The Watcher’s eyes darted from side to side, futilely looking for
some way to escape. Seeing no possible route, he decided to answer.
“Yes. You see, we thought they needed…”
“Oh, you thought?” the Wizard thundered. “You thought, did you?”
he repeated, this time with a smirk. “Thinking, no. Obeying, yes!”
The Wizard tilted his head even further to the left and began to
cackle. Instantly the magic from the last Watcher was siphoned into his
hands until the Watcher’s desiccated body drifted to the earth.
“Please, talk to our Veneficus,” Friar said, having moved to the front.
“There has to be a way for our two lands to live in peace. Surely this war
will leave both of us decimated and the world destroyed.”
At the mention of Veneficus the White Wizard’s face contorted in
rage. “Do not mistake my intervention at this time for compassion! Do
not misinterpret my stopping this battle as a willingness to afford you
any ultimate mercy. You will all…die! The simple reality is that the plan
must come to fruition first. Do not let your pathetic minds confuse the
fact that death is drawing you near, to smother you within the regenerative, pulverizing, and never-ending wheel of Na Cearcaill. Just…not
quite yet!”
With a snap of his fingers the wyvern still alive disappeared. He
raised his hands and chanted loudly. All the dead and dying corpses
on both sides of the battle began to decompose at an extraordinary
rate. Maggots, beetles, and other insects appeared by the thousands,
speeding through their life cycles as generations fed, grew, and died
on the tissue of the dead. Flesh and ichor liquefied, marinating into
the already blood-soaked ground. The armor of the dead rusted, swiftly
turning into a corroded dust. Eventually, even the bones dissolved and
the deteriorated bodies sunk into the earth, with the dirt and rapidly
growing grass hungrily devouring their substance. The Knights and
squires squirmed as the previously trampled grass aggressively re-grew
under their feet. All around them crushed flowers bloomed once more
as the formerly burnt, trampled, and bloodied pasture returned to a
pristine field.
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An unpleasantly corrupt smile arched across the White Wizard’s
face, “It is not only abroad that you must look for the origin of your
ruination.” He paused, tilting his head to side before continuing. “I will
leave you in peace, for now.” Before they could speak, he too disappeared.
Abhac directed the green Vioma dragons down. He and the other
Aer Ridire riders embraced and took stock of what had happened.
There were no corpses to mourn over, no signs of the fierce battle that
had just taken place.
“We can’t even bury our dead,” Abhac said to Friar.
Unsure of what to say, Friar averted his eyes, instead letting them
brush against the peaceful, wind-blown beauty of swaying flowers and
fresh grass all around them.
“Is this the new reality? Wyvern, Watchers, minotaurs, and the
White Wizard?” Abhac asked, rhetorically, as he shook his head.
Gazing out upon the pristine flowers and fields, his eyes soaked in
the beauty as both nostrils enjoyed a punching floral aroma, courtesy
of a warm breeze. Swathed within such splendor it was hard to believe
the grim battles they had endured against such strange creatures ever
really happened.
“Two Vioma dragons, one Saatana dragon killed,” Abhac said with
genuine sadness, taking stock of the missing. “A dozen fallen Aer Ridire
and all twenty of our dragon trainers slaughtered!”
Friar looked down, almost abashed at losing none of his Knights. I
should have sent my Knights into the fight sooner.
“How can we perform our burial ritual, the obsequies, without
bodies?” an angry Dwarf Warrior growled. “Not even their armor or
weapons remain!”
“Body or no body, they will still get the honor of a full warrior obsequy,” Abhac said.
“We are all deeply saddened by your losses. Dragon and Dwarf
fought as valiantly and heroically as any warrior I have seen.”
Abhac nodded in gratitude. “Their loses are ones we can ill afford.
We will be doubling the already beefed up patrols of our lands. You are
welcome to camp here for the rest of the day and night. I assure you, our
dragons will have you covered!”
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“A gracious offer we will kindly accept,” Friar replied.
“I would offer you refuge in our mountains, but outsiders, even
close allies, are forbidden from viewing our burial…” Abhac paused,
despairing of having no bodies. “…I guess funeral obsequy practices.”
“We understand and would not wish to disturb your mourning.”
“Rest assured, I will inform our King and the blue dragon council
of these strange events. I will return to check on you in the morning,”
Abhac said before turning and joining his brothers on their dragons.
Still a little stunned, the Knights and squires watched in silence as
Abhac and the Aer Ridire flew towards their volcanic homes.
“I don’t want them to leave,” Lontas said. “Seeing them fly away
makes me sad…and scared.” His eyes darted anxiously in all directions,
searching for strange portals or bizarre creatures.
Bellae squeezed his hand, “I don’t want them to leave either.”

Scroll 3: Lean Forward, or Fall Back
“Did you sleep at all?” Lontas asked as morning brazenly announced
its intention to emerge by audaciously throwing out a thin orange band
across the skyline.
“Not a bit,” Bellae answered, hugging her mice friends, Grym and
Borb. “I bet Cookie is in the main kitchen, cooking away…” small tears
began to run down her face as her voice faltered with emotion. “I miss
her, Liberum…everything!”
“Even the Tilkeri squad?” Lontas said, trying to put on a brave
smile despite the homesickness pulling down on his spirit.
Bellae laughed and Lontas managed to avoid crying himself.
“This isn’t at all what I expected,” she sniffled, hugging her mice
friends even tighter.
“I don’t think anyone could have expected the slightest bit of what
we have been through,” Lontas said, looking to the early morning sky.
“The dragons were noisy, flapping overhead all night. I guess their flying
around should have made me feel safe, but it didn’t.”
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“I know. To make it worse I could feel their anger. They are furious
over the death of their friends,” Bellae added, wiping away the last of
her tears.
“Oh, you could feel their anger?” Jumeaux whined. “Well, I can feel
the crap you are flinging heaping up around…”
“Get up and shut up!” Luchar yelled with wide-eyed fury. He had
deep bags under his eyes as if he had not slept at all. Most of what he
mumbled while walking away was inaudible. They could make out, “…
better show up so I can kill more…”
Packing up the camp proceeded under a taut, silent fog complete
with frequent glances to the horizon for any signs of portals, minotaurs,
wyvern, or Watchers.
“The Aer Ridire!” Lovag cried out.
The sight of the majestic green Vioma dragons lifted everyone’s
spirits. The Knights on watch stayed at their post while the rest quickly
gathered around the dragons as they landed.
“Good morning,” Abhac greeted as he and his dragon riders
dismounted.
“It is sincerely good to see you again,” Friar said, gratefully clasping
Abhac’s forearm. “How were the ceremonies for your fallen?”
Abhac looked down, “Very odd with no bodies to return to the
magma of the mountain, but all were well honored for their sacrifice.
Again, I, and King Abernan, wholeheartedly apologize for not welcoming you into our mountains. Did you sleep well?”
“As well as one can after the day we both had yesterday,” Friar
answered.
“There is a peculiar tone to the air. I fear the strange days are not
yet behind us.”
“Unfortunately, I agree,” Friar said. “Would you join us for
breakfast?”
“We’d be honored,” Abhac replied. His expression changed and he
suddenly began laughing. “Speaking of strange, we had some pompous
Proliator and an annoying Magician come by some weeks ago demanding we call you ‘HK.’ How do those fools think this stuff up?”
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“I honestly don’t know,” Friar laughed as Bellae made her way to
talk with the Vioma dragon, Soma.
“Where did you find that little marvel who can speak with dragons?”
“She is squire to Finn and possesses great talent,” Friar stated.
“She is a pipsqueak who possesses a great talent to annoy!” Jumeaux
snorted in scorn to his twin sister.
“Jumeaux!” Gimelli chided telepathically. “She’s your little sister, and
she does possess amazing talent.”
“Possess? She’s more of an abscess! That I will acquiesce as her pustules
coalesce!”
“Jumeaux!” Gimelli steamed out loud.
He said nothing, but scoffed again, this time for the lack of appreciation for his humor and rhyming skills.
“Let’s eat. Squires, get some food from the supply wagons,” Friar
ordered.
“Nothing like an abscess to ruin an appetite,” Jumeaux said glaring
at Bellae.
“Save your supplies. We’ll get fresh meat. We’ve had a population
explosion of fia asteikko. They are easy targets for our dragons,” Abhac
offered.
“Fia asteikko? Oh my!” Lovag said, his mouth watering.
“We would be honored,” Friar said with a polite bow of his head.
Abhac approached Soma who was still conversing with Bellae.
“You amaze me, squire. However, Soma has to get us meat for a hearty
breakfast.”
Focusing on the dragon he said, “Huun, Huun, Huun. Sivver fiasta.
Herras fiasta unnoas.”
“What did he just say?” Bellae asked Soma.
“He said, ‘Up, up, up. Hunt fia asteikko. Bring it to me,’” Soma replied.
“These Dwarves are not very bright, but they are loyal to us.”
“These dragons are not that smart, but they are incredibly loyal and
once we train them, they do a good job,” Abhac said.
Bellae giggled.
“What?” Abhac inquired.
“Oh, you two just sounded alike, that’s all.”
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“You really understand his grunts and bellows?”
“Yes.”
“Well, ask him to let the other Vioma know the orders and hurry
back. They should get four to six fia asteikko.”
Bellae conveyed the commands.
“It’s so much easier when you just talk to us. I wish you could stay,” Soma
said. He quickly relayed the message to the others.
To take off the dragons crouched low using all four legs and both
wings to push their large bodies up. Once off the ground their powerful
wings took over, beating the air mercilessly. Bellae, the closest, tumbled
over from the forceful gust.
Once up off the ground she asked, “What exactly is a fee-steak oh?”
Abhac laughed, “Fia asteikko!”
“Oops, sorry.”
“Don’t be. They are horned beasts that live in the tall plain grass
and bushes around the flower fields. They have armored scales and eight
spiked tails that they use like whips.”

Figure 4: The numerous fia asteikko living in the plains surrounding
the mountains frequently provide sustenance to the dragons and
Dwarves. Although fearsome creatures, they are no match for dragons.
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Bellae had a hard time visualizing such an animal.
“Any hope we can keep her?” Abhac said, nodding to Bellae.
“Not a chance!” Friar replied aggressively, he quickly smiled to
soften his outburst.
“Can’t blame me for trying. Despite the tragedies of yesterday,
we are glad you came north to experience the splendor of the Flower
Fields.”
Friar hesitated. “I cannot tell you how sorry I am…we are, at your
losses. If we brought this trouble to you, I am forever contrite.”
Abhac shook his head, “Not your fault. You did not conjure those
vile creatures.”
Friar nodded gratefully, “Thank you. We were most grateful for
your help, and sacrifice. Despite the tragedy, I think we are all delighted
to see the flowers you Dwarves maintain.”
“They are beautiful!” Lontas admired.
“Really, Lontas? We should call you La-girly-tas who wants to see
beau-tee-phul whittle phowers.”
“Jumeaux, would you like to go set up for breakfast?” Ritari asked.
“No. Sorry!” he quickly added, his motivation to avoid punishment
engulfing any fledgling heartfelt regret.
Bellae took Lontas’ hand, “Don’t let him get to you.”
“It’s thanks to your Knights that we even have the Storten Fields
and the Saatana dragons,” Abhac said, breaking the awkward silence.
“How so?” Gimelli asked.
“Eons ago, this field was held and ruled by the Kingdom of the
Sprites. They lived in peace with us while maintaining the flower fields.
The Proliators came and started killing the Sprites.”
“I’ve never seen a Sprite. Have you?” Jumeaux asked sarcastically,
implying he did not really believe in them.
“You don’t see them because the ones who survived the attempted
genocide fled to Cappadocia to live with the Fairies,” Friar replied, ignoring Jumeaux’s scorn.
“Why did the Proliators want to kill them?” Lontas asked.
“You must remember that back then the Proliators were little more
than roving bands of marauders who plundered for a living. Their rise
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to a well-ordered military power is extremely recent, since just before
the Dark War.”
“It could have had something to do with the ugly, rocky place they
call home,” Abhac added. “The Proliators might have been jealous of
the beauty and fragility of the flowers and Sprites. Anyway, they initially came to finish killing off the Saatana dragons that had come to
our mountains to avoid extinction.”
“What? Why?” Bellae asked.
“The Saatana Dragons used to live exclusively in the Proliate Isles.
The Proliators drove them away, thinking they were full of what those
radicals call ‘evil fire!’ Apparently the ‘evil’ dragon fire spreads death.
They believe their god, Tallcon, brought the ‘good fire’ of life and rebirth.
They also lusted after the thick, viscous naphtha that the dragons use to
breathe their fire. We can harvest naphtha without hurting the dragons.
The shortsighted Proliators would kill them and take the naphtha from
the carcasses and then use it to make fire weapons.
“Dwarves have always lived in peace with the more docile Vioma and
the highly intelligent Kirvella Dragons. When the Saatana were driven
out by the Proliate, we took them in. Left on their own, they would have
wreaked havoc on the surrounding countryside and it wouldn’t have been
long before they were hunted and killed by everyone, not just the Proliate.
“The Saatana were difficult dragons to train. The Kirvella eventually
won their trust and then, slowly, over generations, we did as well. When
the Proliate came to kill the rest of them, the Knights defeated…”
“You mean demolished the Proliators. It was an old fashioned
pounding!” Luchar growled.
“You’re right,” Friar stated. “After those defeats at our ancestor’s
hands, the Proliate were absent from mainland Verngaurd until the
Dark War. We must remember, victory yesterday does not guarantee
success tomorrow. The Proliators have evolved a great deal.”
“Their army is different—larger and more organized, but they are
still causing trouble,” Abhac declared.
Just then the wind’s determined breath sent the flowers into a gyrating dance, coaxing an intense bouquet from their velvety petals. Also
riding on the current of air was a barely audible whisper.
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“Maigre!” Abhac called, recognizing the misty whiff of his wife’s
voice.
“Coming!” a fragile, swishing voice replied. If it had not been spoken in reply to Abhac’s query you might have thought it was the flowers
thrashing.
“When the Sprites were run off by the Proliate our Dwarf women
heroically took over the honor of tending the flowers. My beautiful
wife, Maigre, is a fifth generation horticulturist!”
After a slight rustling a dozen small creatures strode forward. They
were incredibly thin and barely as tall as the medium length flowers.
Their delicate arms looked like twigs. Their petite faces were rounded,
almost as if they were meant to be plump like their male Dwarf counterparts. The only stout part of their figure was the long bushy mane
germinating with a vengeance from their dainty heads. Their coarse
locks were pulled back as tightly as the shaggy hair would allow and the
shear weight of it made them lean forward slightly to keep from being
thrust backwards.
You might have thought they were sick but for the fact that all the
women had the same gaunt appearance, and, despite their hollow look,
they seemed full of energy. Maigre waved a handful of pink and purple
flowers with her right hand while her left struggled to carry a woven
basket of pruned weeds and dead flowers.
Given their familiarity with Dwarf culture, Finn, Lovag, and Friar
Pallium seemed undisturbed with their scrawny and diminutive stature.
They were the only ones.
“This is my wonderful wife, Maigre,” Abhac said proudly. “Dear,
this is Friar and the Knights from Liberum.”
Bellae towered over the minute figure of Maigre as she quickly
approached the petite Dwarf woman. “Hi, I’m Bellae. Those are stunning flowers!” Closing her eyes the young squire leaned in to enjoy the
aroma. “I so love pink and purple.”
“Hello, Bellae, and welcome to the flower fields. Pink and purple
are my favorite colors too!” Maigre said, her smile broadening.
Abhac laughed. “I’m glad to meet someone who loves those colors
as much as her! Our cave is…”
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Jumeaux interrupted by clearing his throat loudly.
“No! Jumeaux, no!” Gimelli warned telepathically, her voice dripping
with trepidation.
He did not heed her warning.
“You Dwarf guys should stop eating all the food and let your
women have a little,” Jumeaux chuckled to the icy and dismayed looks
of the rest of the Knights.
“Jumeaux, what are you thinking?” Gimelli pleaded out loud.
Luchar growled, “Insolent boy!” He made a move to strike him, but
Friar interrupted. “Luchar take this discourteous squire to the rear. He
can be in charge of the setup and cleanup of our meal.”
Luchar grabbed Jumeaux’s arm and roughly led him away.
“A chiliad apologies for the boy. He has…an unusual sense of humor. Rest assured, we are all taken aback by the beauty of the women
before us, and hope his punishment suites you,” Friar said.
Abhac looked upset, but managed, “There is no charge for youthful
ignorance.”
Everyone laughed and the harsh tension slowly evaporated to a
strained humidity as introductions were made complete.

Scroll 4: Red Warriors
“Please, join us for the feast,” Friar beseeched the Dwarf women.
“No, thank you. We have work to finish before the suns get too hot,”
Maigre replied kindly, but the sting of the insult still hung about her
expression and influenced her declination.
“It was nice to meet you,” Bellae said, carefully hugging the
fragile Maigre. Leaning in close, the squire whispered, “Do not let
what my brother said offend you. You are as beautiful as the flowers
themselves!”
“Thank you dear one. I sincerely hope to see you again, Bellae,”
Maigre said, emphasizing the you enough to imply Jumeaux was not
completely forgiven.
“I would love that!”
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“Good-bye!” Abhac called as undulating stalks of flowers swallowed
the departing Dwarf women with barely a rustle under their negligible
forms.
“How are things here in the Northern Kingdom?” Friar asked.
Abhac’s smile vanished. “The red pestilence is all around us! After
so many died defending Verngaurd from the Dark Warriors, it seems
we traded a dark menace for a red one. The Proliate have the audacity to
build massive castles they mockingly call ‘temples’ near the base of the
Keha Haudella Volcanoes, to our east is Temple Palvoa. To our west is
the immense Temple Aon Intinn.”
“Have they made any moves against you?”
“Besides blatantly hemming us in? Not really. They do make repeated incursions into our lands, and have been doing so with increasing
frequency. However, our neighbors have not fared so well,” Abhac answered. “You would not even recognize the western Parishes of Piscium.
Most have given themselves over to the Proliators and been forced to
take their culture, worship Tallcon, and abstain from anything immoral.”
“The Piscinians? They are fiercely protective of their lewd, sea-based
culture,” Ritari commented. “They are known more for pubs than piety.”
“I know!” Abhac laughed. “The only explanation is fear of the Dark
Warriors. The Proliate are exploiting this panic to spread their extreme
cult, masquerading it as a protective religion.”
“What of the Dark Warrior infantry?” Friar asked.
“We’ve heard of their attacks around us, but have never seen them
in our lands. Other than the bizarre attacks we just suffered through
with you, we have been left alone by everyone but the Proliate. They
have the audacity to repeatedly enter our lands and accuse us of attacking Piscium. As if !”
“Why is the Dark Warrior infantry only attacking around you?”
“Maybe our dragons? Even before yesterday’s battles we had started
placing guards around the flower fields to protect the women, and
Vioma riders make sweeps of the area.
“Some of the Kirvella Dragons think it’s a conspiracy. The Dark
Warriors create fear and the Proliate swoop in and take over other people’s land.”
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Figure 5: A Dwarf and dragon hunting party fighting fia asteikko. Abhac
has been on many such expeditions, but this time the dragons went by
themselves.

Friar and Ritari exchanged a knowing glance. “We were thinking
the same thing. In fact, we came across a village that confirms…”
A loud screech bellowed behind them, interrupting Friar. A few
Knights drew their swords.
“It’s just Soma,” Abhac reassured. “We have hunted fia asteikko for
centuries. They don’t need us with them!”
Bellae muttered something that sounded like a disjointed chant.
Seeing the confused expressions on everyone’s face she realized it was
in Ainmhi Caint. “Sorry, something’s wrong with Soma. I sense pain…
and he’s flying strangely.”
“Ah, he’s just a peculiar dragon. Nothing new there,” Abhac said
dismissively.
“I’m telling you, I feel plenty of pain and lots of fear,” Bellae insisted.
“We shall see,” Abhac announced, a touch of worry entering his
mind after the strange happenings of the day before.
As the dragon flew closer it became clear Soma was, in fact, weaving and twisting violently, nearly inverting at one point. The limp body
of a fia asteikko thrashed viciously in his fearsome jaws.
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“He’s coming in too fast! Get out of the away!” Abhac yelled.
Everyone heeded the call except Bellae. She stood her ground and
waved her arms. Soma’s tormented eyes steadied as they locked on hers.
Staring at her, he fought to control the weight of the fia asteikko carcass
and land safely.
“Bellae, move!” Finn yelled in a panic.
“Steady, Soma! You can do this,” she cried out.
Finn sprinted, picking her up he raced a few steps before he
jumped, then rolled out of the way just as Soma crashed to the earth.
His massive wings narrowly gliding over their heads. A stormy shower
of uprooted flowers exploded in his wake covering them in a fragrant
rainbow of blossoms. They brushed off pollen and petal as the massive
dragon skidded to a lumbering stop.
“PLEASE, my Inion, be more careful!” Finn said breathlessly.
“But…he needed me!” she calmly said, as if being crushed by a
dragon was worth the chance to help him. “Oh, and thanks, Finn.”
“Don’t mention it,” he managed before sneezing loudly. Shaking his
head he began scooping flowers off his body, before struggling to get
the pollen out of the ruts of his thick skin.
Soma lay on his side, his chest heaving with irregular respirations.
He had a spear sticking out of his neck and half a dozen in his wings.
Green blood oozed from some wounds and gushed from others.
Bellae screamed and rushed to him.
“Why does it always have to be my poor right ear?” Soma wailed.
His right ear fluttered on one sickly, sinewy strand, now even more
mangled.
“Oh Soma, that’s not what you should be worried about,” she said as
tears blurred her vision.
“What? What happened?” Abhac cried out. “Fia asteikko don’t
throw spears!”
“Soma, what happened?”
Before Soma could answer Bellae, the other five Vioma dragons
returned. Two of them carried the dead carcasses of fia asteikko. None
of the others seemed injured.
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“I managed to get this fia asteikko,” Soma said, limply pushing the
creature forward. The effort forced green blood to ooze out of his nostrils. “These spears are a real drag on me. Get it? Drag-on a dragon?” Soma
coughed and blood spurted out over his teeth and around the embedded spear shafts.
“Quit joking! I’m too worried about you. Who did this?”
“The red warriors saw me fighting the fia asteikko and attacked!” Soma
said. “Tell the Dwarves that a few of the red ones are coming this way.”
Bellae immediately translated.
“Proliator scum!” Abhac yelled. “Go get the women from the field
and escort them home immediately!” he instructed one of the other
Dwarves. As that rider ran off, Abhac bellowed, “Zwerg!”
Short even by Dwarf standards, Zwerg sprinted forward. A rather
straight brown beard framed his rugged face.
“You’re our fastest rider, go get a Kirvella healer here now! Tell him
we’ll need a Vioma dragon sling and fresh Vioma to carry Soma.”
Zwerg deftly mounted his Vioma dragon, shouting commands as
they streaked into the air.
“The rest of you curs get ready for battle!” Abhac shouted. “Friar, we
invite you to fight with us once again.”
Friar nodded, “Always.”
“Form up lines!” Ritari yelled. The Aer Ridire took up the flanks
around the Knights centerline.
Abhac and Luchar began ranting angrily as they impatiently waited.
“Did your wife get out of the flower fields?” Lovag finally asked.
“What? Oh, yes. Thanks, Lovag. I saw the dragon carrying the
women heading to the mountains,” Abhac answered.
“Here they come,” yelled one of the Northern Dwarves. Squinting,
he sighed and rolled his eyes, “Lidenskap!”
“What’s a Lotta-lice-n-cap?” Luchar growled.
“General Lidenskap of the Rutilus Obitus Sanctus Division,”
Abhac said scornfully.
“Stupidest name in world! What is that supposed to mean?” Luchar
snarled, becoming increasingly agitated. “That Lice-cap guy and this
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Rutilo-butt-kiss thing both sound like rare and highly infectious diseases. Maybe we should shoot them from this distance…to avoid the
potential contagion. Eh, Finn?”
“Hold your arrows,” Friar said firmly.
Abhac chuckled, “Rutilus Obitus means ‘red death.’ They are the
Proliator’s elite army in charge of defending their ‘temple’ fortresses
and worshipers.”
“I still think we should shoot them,” Luchar stated sheepishly under Friar Pallium’s scalding glare. “Just to be safe.”
“Wait until you hear how he introduces himself ! The all-powerful blah-blah-blah…” one of the Dwarf warriors started, but Abhac
interrupted.
“Don’t spoil it for them!”
“The Proliate are supposed to hate cavalry and yet, here they are
riding horses like when they came to Liberum, and when heading to
the village of Kippe!” Ritari exclaimed.
“They started using horses because of the rapid expansion of their
territory. They still believe it’s a sign of weakness to fight from horseback. Their silver divisions ride the nasty sprak beasts into battle,”
Abhac replied.
“So, riding an acid-spitting lizard into battle is manly enough for
them, but not a horse?” Ritari laughed.
“Apparently.”
“Zwerg’s coming,” Bellae said from the back.
He carefully guided his dragon down to a nimble landing. A blue
Kirvella dragon jumped off the wooden carriage with a large bag slung
over his shoulder and immediately began tending to Soma as several
Aer Ridire began unloading a giant sling to attach to the injured dragon.
The six-foot tall blue dragon had a three-foot long tail and stood
upright, fully clothed. Two small vestigial wings, useless for flight, fluttered fervently behind him. A few small spikes surrounded his face and
kind, intelligent eyes.
“May I go translate for the Kirvella?” Bellae pleaded.
“Stay in formation,” Friar replied, unwilling to put his prized squire
in unnecessary danger.
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Figure 6: The learned Kirvella Dragons co-rule with the King of the
Northern Dwarves. Their vestigial wings are too small for flight, but
they are known for their extensive intellect.

All four of the approaching Proliate wore red armor. Long spears
jabbed menacingly into the sky, each bearing a fluttering pendant with
a blood red image of a phoenix, representing Tallcon.
“Lidenskap is a total fanatic,” Abhac said. “He will charm you in
the day and cut you to pieces in the night. He’s in charge of Temple
Palvoa, but is incredibly ambitious. Rumor is his eyes are set on leading
Temple Ovest near the Citadel, or possibly the entire Sanctus division,”
Abhac said.
“Good day. I am General Lidenskap,” he said, taking off his red
winged helmet. “Thanks to the magnanimity of the all-powerful
Tallcon, who so generously, and personally, bestowed unto me, his humble servant, the sacred crimson sword of his sacred vermillion blood.
Therefore, I humbly announce myself as Lidenskap, the bearer of the
consecrated blood-red, and eternal, fire sword.”
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Figure 7: General of the Proliate army stationed at the Temple
of Palvoa, Lidenskap is an ambitious and fanatically religious
man. He is the only member of the Proliate to carry a blood red
sword (rumored to have been bestowed by Tallcon himself).

Luchar pretended to snort awake, “Sorry, your diatribe lost me after
‘magnanimity.’”
“I’m Friar Pallium of Liberum,” he said loudly, hoping to cover up
the snickering of the Dwarves and Knights. Lidenskap’s vengeful gaze
locked menacingly on Luchar.
Some Dwarves mumbled such things as, “Humble my arse!”
Turning to Friar the general’s eyes softened, “Ah, I’m quite sure
you meant to introduce yourself as HK. Old habits can die-hard. As
such, a single such offense can be overlooked. Welcome to the territory
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protected by Temple Palvoa. All honor and praise to Tallcon who gives
everyone life, and us strength!”
“These are Dwarf lands!” Abhac hissed angrily. “You have NO territory here!”
A smug smile spread across the general’s face, as if trying to provoke
them. His eyes twinkled with the pretentious tranquility of one speaking from a position of matchless power. The Magicians and Proliate not
only controlled the Citadel, but innumerable strongholds throughout
Verngaurd. “What brings you Knights this far north?”
“Visiting friends,” Friar said, pointing to the Dwarves.
“A little holiday, then? How nice for you. We have far less pleasant
business. We have been tracking yet another renegade green dragon
that attacked a Piscinian village yesterday. We just came upon the culprit attacking an innocent Piscinian who…”
“Bloody Helvetti!” Abhac yelled. “Attacked a Piscinian, my arse!
Our dragons were hunting bloody fia asteikko! Is your helmet covering
your eyes or just squeezing your brain too tightly? You and your lot are
a boil on Verngaurd!”
“Rude and vulgar Dwarf, not that I am surprised. You Dwarves are
nothing if not predictable in your lewdness,” Lidenskap decreed. He
nonchalantly brushed the armor of his left shoulder as if sweeping away
the Dwarf ’s pathetic comments.
“We, Dwarves? Do we all look alike to you? You are the mindless
clones with your chants, base religion, and…” Abhac’s ranting was cut
short by a hand from Friar.
“I know it is hard to remain rational when your dragon was needlessly attacked while gathering food. Why don’t you go check on his
injuries?” Friar said.
His eyes still blazing with resentment and anger, Abhac reluctantly
walked towards Soma.
“Thank you for restoring order, HK. They are an emotional bunch,
those little Dwarves,” Lidenskap stated.
“You do realize we are standing right here?” Zwerg demanded
angrily. The enraged other Aer Ridire riders began moving forward,
several Knights gently suggested prudence.
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“Ah, so I see you are there,” the general said dismissively. “So, HK,
are you, perchance, heading to the Citadel for the Tournament of Flags
after your little getaway?”
“We are,” Friar said, grateful to have the subject changed.
“Would you like us to escort you through these dangerous lands to
the Citadel?”
Taking a mental deep breath to remain calm Friar reminded himself anger is not helpful. “I think you shall find we are still quite capable
of defending ourselves.”
“Of course,” Lidenskap replied. He then raised his right hand. One
of the other Proliate immediately handed him a piece of parchment,
which he passed to Friar, “Here is an invitation for you, and others of
your choosing, to come witness a service honoring Tallcon before the
Tournament. It is an exceedingly rare privilege for a disbeliever to be
invited to the Great Temple at the Citadel!”
“I am grateful. I shall make every effort to be there,” Friar stated
stoically.
“Indeed,” Lidenskap remarked, disappointed that Friar was not in
awe of such an honor. “There is still the matter of dragons attacking
the villages in Piscium. They endured enough agony from the Dark
Warriors before we arrived. Once again they have asked us, the protectors of Verngaurd, to stop these senseless dragon attacks.”
“We have never attacked a village!” Zwerg answered angrily.
“Did I say Dwarves? No. No, I did not. I said D-RAG-ONS!”
Lidenskap answered contemptuously.
Zwerg gritted his teeth, “Doesn’t it seem odd that these so-called
“attacks” only started after you red birds showed up?”
In perfect unison, all the Proliators pointed their spears towards
the Dwarf.
“This is neither the time nor place for this discussion,” Friar stated
calmly. “I assure you, the dragon that you attacked just left our side and
brought back the dead fia asteikko you see before him.”
Lidenskap looked critically at the injured dragon and the dead carcass. “This may be true in the matter of that particular dragon. However,
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the village of Sciocco was definitely pillaged yesterday and burned with
telltale signs of dragons, and presumably their Dwarf riders.”
“Lies!” several Dwarves yelled.
“I am one hundred percent confident it was a dragon attack!”
Lidenskap declared.
“In my experience, one should avoid stating they are one hundred
percent confident of anything,” Friar declared.
“Confidence is strength! Also, and obviously, a giant green dragon
is rather hard to miss.”
“Over-confidence slides into arrogance,” Friar observed.
“Enough!” Lidenskap declared. “There was a dragon attack on the
village of Sciocco, and we are here to warn you Dwarves to stop them.
Or we will.”
A series of frustrated scoffs arose from the Dwarves.
“I look forward to seeing you in the Great Temple,” Lidenskap said
out loud, while thinking, You ungrateful heathen! Glancing menacingly
at the Northern Dwarves he added ominously, “We will use whatever
means necessary to defend the territory under Tallcon’s rule!”
“I wonder, General Lidenskap, have you seen any unusual…creatures lately?” Friar asked as the Proliate were turning to leave.
Lidenskap did not hide his irritation, titling his head back in annoyance at the query, “You mean besides the disgusting attacks by their
vicious dragons, breathing their corrupt fire?”
Friar, with various interjected details by others, recounted their
strange battles.
Lidenskap’s expression turned from uneasy skepticism to outright
incredulity. When the tale finished the Proliate general looked down
and gently rubbed his brow.
“This supposed battle happened here?” he finally said. “You mean
dragons battled wyvern, minotaurs, and winged demons on this pristine
ground with no evidence in sight?”
“I told you about the White Wizard’s sorcery,” Friar said, taken
aback at Lidenskap’s disbelief.
“The White Wizard? Here, in Verngaurd?”
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“Yes…as I said.”
“He shows up and ‘magically’ everything is cleaned up?”
“Yes. You know, he’s a wizard, who does sorcery!”
“How conveeeeenient,” Lidenskap drawled.
“Actually, it was absolutely not convenient in any way shape or form.
Our Dwarf brothers had to perform their obsequies without the bodies
of their fallen heroes,” Friar answered as the Dwarves gathered around
murmured their approval.
Lidenskap scoffed and half-heartedly tried to cover the disrespect
as a cough. “Well, let me assure you, I shall immediately dispatch a most
urgent message to the Citadel that all Proliate troops should be on high
alert for mythical creatures with the good manners to clean up after
their messy battles.”
Several Dwarf warriors growled in outrage and began to close in
around the Proliate who bristled back just as fiercely.
“Down Dwarves,” Lidenskap said condescendingly. “We shall
make our leave.”
“No apology for heinously attacking our dragon?” Zwerg howled.
Lidenskap waved dismissively before mounting his steed. As the
Proliate galloped away, a cloud of hesitation hung over the Knights,
everyone pondering whether the trip could get any worse.
“Are they really that blind? How do they mistake a fia asteikko for
a human, or a Dark Warrior attack for a dragon strike?” Zwerg seethed.
Friar paused. “There is no way anyone could make such a mistake
without magical deceit.” There are dark forces tearing Verngaurd apart, he
thought helplessly.
“I hate to say I told you so, but this General Lice-in-his-cap and the
other guys with the Rutey-tutey-us O-ridiculous disease are a bunch of
fools. Apparently, they have all been turned insane and ill-tempered by
dreaded sickness,” Luchar growled.
Faint laughter rippled through the gathering.
“The good news is, that disease is easily cured with a little swipe
from my axe.”
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